
 

This mobile device is easy movable by one person. At the point of use there is only a 230V AC socket 
and a compressed air connection needed. 
 
The GUARDIAN® can dose and mix up to 6 components in perfect recipe accuracy and 
homogeneity. It provides an optional self-cleaning-system, the actual communication protocols and an 
intuitive to use touch-panel operator station. 
 
All parts in touch with the ingredients are made of 1.4301-stainless steel, to use in various industrial 
applications. 
 
Thanks to this possibility it is now possible to produce economical, highly precise mixtures –  
Even perhaps in areas where still today manual mixing units are in use! 
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Tailor-made dosing and blending solutions! 

 
Process Control GmbH produces dosing systems for manifold 

applications.  

Highly precise. Energy efficient. Recourses saving. Always matching 

to the point of customer requests. 

Like the new batch blender WXA015, a unit inspired by customer 

requests. 

The advantage of this new GUARDIAN® batch blender is the high 

throughput by the well-known Process Control accuracy despite of 

the compact construction.  

Based on the small size, the low weight and the special loadcell 

technology this blender can also be used as a mobile device on a 

movable frame. This blender can be used in big plants with multiple 

production halls highly flexible on different production lines.   

The material hoppers of the batch blender can get refilled manually, 

or optional with a fully automated conveying system also integrated 

on the movable frame. 

The additional integrated pick-up box below the blender can provide 

ready mixture to various devices simultaneous. 
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